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St. Thomas Aquinas Seminary not
only serves to train future workers of
Our Lord’s vineyard, but is also a

genuine Alma Mater(“Nourishing
Mother”) for the many priests that have
been formed within her walls. This is
important because these priests, who are
involved in a desperate battle for souls
against the enemies of Holy Mother
Church, need a “home base” where they
can come and refresh themselves with
sound doctrine, and gain encouragement
from the prospects of future reinforcements
among the seminarians.

This last February the Seminary was
once again the good mother who welcomed
the priests she formed for the annual
Priests’Meeting, the U.S. District’s 8th
such meeting. The priests enjoyed this
meeting as an opportunity to regain vigor
for the conflict that they are embroiled in,
as well as to acquire new “ammunition” to
help in the fight against Modernism. Old
friendships were renewed and zeal
enkindled by contact with comrades in the
apostolate and by remembrances of days as
students of the Seminary.

For indeed a priest’s studies do not end
at his ordination. Divine truth is the
spiritual food of a priest and the continual
study of the truths of faith is an essential
part of the priestly life – so much the more
in these days when the Deposit of the Faith
is threatened from all sides.

Each year during the Priests’Meeting,
a series of conferences is given on subjects
that pertain to the inner life of the Society
of St. Pius X, the neo-modernist crisis in
the Church and the difficulties found in
today’s apostolate.

This year His Excellency Bishop
Williamson gave two lectures on the
Society’s Founder, Archbishop Lefebvre,
highlighting his extraordinary life and
character, and his great defense of the Faith

that continues in the
Society of St. Pius X.

Choir stalls at the Seminary are filled to overflowing during the Priests’Meeting.

Bishop Williamson proved that the
Archbishop is a true model for our priests
who are fighting the same battle that he
engaged in, often standing alone against the
furious attacks of the enemies of Tradition.

Fr. Peter Scott, the District Superior,
gave a lecture on the Society’s Ordinances,
or rules, regulations, and indults granted to
the priests of the Society for their apostolic
work.

Fr. Anglés of St. Mary’s gave a lecture
on the canonical weight of the Engagements
made by priests to the Society, the bonds
which unite priests to the Society, and he
refuted many false opinions regarding them.

As the end to the crisis in the Church
seems to be quite distant, it is important to
remind ourselves of the reasons why we
have refused to follow the liturgical reforms
of Vatican II. Fr. Iscara, the Seminary
professor of Liturgy, gave a conference on
the “promulgation” of the New Mass, and

the canonical flaws that vitiate the
New Missal, to say nothing of the
obvious destruction that it has
wrought upon the Church.

Also, two
speakers
gave con-
ferences

on one of the most difficult of modern
apostolates – the modern family. Fr. Doran
gave a conference on the very successful
Christmas Doctrinal Session held at the
Seminary, which concentrated on the
leaders of families – Catholic fathers. 
Fr. Benedict VanderPutten gave two
conferences on the phenomena of teen-
agers, the perversity of modern role
models like the Barbie doll, and the
fundamental but complementary differ-
ences between men and women that cannot
be ignored without destroying the family.

The seminarians, priests in training,
had much to learn not only from the
conferences, but also from the priests
present. The many Masses said over the
week were a calling down of graces upon
the Seminary. And seminarians who had

received their vocation through the
ministry of these priests, found the visit of
their former confessors and teachers a
great encouragement.

Thus the priests, armed with the
knowledge and experience of their brother
priests, can return to the fight with
renewed vigor, as they see the Master of
the Vineyard bringing on future fellow
laborers in the Gospel. Please pray that
these future reinforcements learn well the
doctrine taught at the Seminary, so when it
is their turn to enter the battle for souls,
their Alma Matermay look on with
justified pride and say with St. Paul, “My
joy and my crown” (Phil 4:1). 

Priests and seminarians take advantage of some free time 
to share stories and advice.

Besides attending conferences and renewing old friendships, the priests also
lend a hand in various jobs around the Seminary. Here, Fr. Lawrence Novak

(standing) helps stuff letters for the monthly mailing.



“Their sound hath gone forth into all the

earth: and their words unto the ends of the

world” (Ps 18:5). And it is from the ends of

the world that Fr. Thomas Blute mailed to

VERBUM the following article on his present

apostolate.

Nothing in my seminary training
prepared me for this,” I thought, as
I ran down M.G. Blvd. in

Bangalore, India. My host, an economics
professor, puffed along ahead of me to the
car, saying, “Get in, quick,” for we were
being pursued by a crowd of beggar ladies,
in ragged sarees.Once in the car, I had
gently, smilingly, to push their hands and
faces away from the car door, as they said,
“Saar, Saar,” and gestured with their hands
to their mouths, begging for food. With a
sigh of relief, I managed to close the door,
and their pleas became muted. The
professor looked at me sternly and said,
“Never do such a thing again!” I had
discreetly slipped a small coin to a boy
begging on the corner, not realizing that the
small coin, worth 15 cents, was ten times
the usual alms. Every beggar in sight ran to
enjoy the unexpected bounty. Lesson
number one: Nothing is simple in India.

It is an ancient nation, or rather a
collection of ancient kingdoms, fused
together during 350 years of British rule to

form the sixth largest country in the world,
with 900 million inhabitants. The slogan
“Unity in diversity and diversity in unity”
is often heard. “Diversity,” I say, “India
certainly has, but unity? Where is that?” It
is the most colorful collection of races,
customs, religions, classes, habits, and
methods to be found anywhere in God’s
creation, and it would be so very charming
were it not poisoned by the malign effects
of idolatry. To disperse this darkness, God
sent first St. Thomas the Apostle to India
after the Council of Jerusalem. The
converts he made would persevere, hidden
from the Greeks, forgotten by the Asians,
and unknown to the Roman world which
would become Christendom. When India
was re-discovered by Portuguese mariners,
the light of the gospel shone forth again
with great effect by the efforts of St.
Francis Xavier and numerous other
missionaries. The schools, colleges, and
hospitals erected by many religious orders
have resulted in many conversions, and
they have had a powerful civilizing effect
upon the whole of Indian society.
Nevertheless, this society still remains
almost wholly in the grip of paganism, with
Catholics numbering only two percent of
the population. The True Faith, brought
here by the enormous sacrifices of so many
missionaries, is now under fierce attack, not
from paganism but from the paganizers of
the conciliar church of Vatican II.

At present, the Society of St. Pius X is
represented in India by three priests: Fr.
Edwin, Fr. Benoit Walliez, and myself. It is
a daunting charge: one-fifth of the human
race, 98% of whom are in need of
conversion. Fourteen million Catholics,
most of whom are yet quite conservative,
and who resent the changes of Vatican II,
are placed in our field of work. The area to
cover is equal to two-thirds of the land
mass of the United States, say, from
California to Tennessee, and the Catholic
faithful are scattered broadly across the
entire subcontinent. In each state, there is a
different language, and the types of people

we have to deal with range from illiterate
peasants in the villages to well-heeled
businessmen of the big cities. At present
there are four village chapels under our
care, in Christarajapuram (“Christ-King-
Town”), Asaripalam, Palayamkottai, and
Singamparai. These are all within a three-
hour drive of the priory. The other mission
centers are Bangalore (12 hours by night
bus), Bombay (48 hours by train), Bassein
(near Bombay), and Goa (15 hours by bus
from everywhere). We have a small

primary school of 70 students in
Christarajapuram.

The apostolate has stabilized as we are
undertaking the next big step – moving off
our farm, and into town, in the midst of our
supporters. This former location, so utterly
isolated from the apostolate, surrounded by
non-supporters, near a Protestant village,
far from all services, etc., has been an
insufficient support for the apostolate. So
the farm will be supervised by a farmer-
friend, and we will be shepherds of souls,

cultivators of the vineyard of
the Lord, instead of feeding
goats and watching the
coconuts drop. The life here
requires a definite, voluntary
spirit of self-denial: because
you must eat what you find,
ride in unbelievably crowded
public transport, bathe from
a bucket, and clear your shoe
of someone else’s excrement
thoughtlessly left behind on

the sidewalk. God’s grace is sufficient for
us, and the palpable support He sends is our
reassurance. 

Life in the villages – it is something to
see! The way of life has surely not changed
since Noah stepped off the Ark. The slow
rhythm of life starts at dawn, with the first
light. The work begins in earnest before the
heat of the day. With lunch-time, all
activity stops, like the Mexican siesta, until
the heat of the day has passed. Work
continues until sundown, after which time
only men will be seen, lounging around the
stalls of the marketplace. The daily supply
of water they draw from the village well,
where the ladies also exchange all the latest
news. Cars are few, and bicycles and bison
are the beasts of burden. You’ve never
imagined how much merchandise can be
heaped on a bicycle! A jug-dealer weaves
his way slowly through the street like an
enormous, bulbous, multi-colored snail –
the rider is not even visible from behind.
You will see full-size doors, or even
cabinets, or bundles of bananas laid
sideways on the luggage rack of a plain,
two-wheeled, human-powered vehicle. It
shows that what we think is wildly
abnormal can be commonplace, due to
necessity. For those who don’t have
bicycles, the head is the location of choice
for hard-to-handle packages. During harvest
time, it is common to see lines of haystacks
walking by themselves on the side of the
road. Water jugs, of course, are commonly
carried like that, but to see heaps of
firewood on someone’s head is impressive!
Rivers and ponds, you may know, are
popular places to wash things; sometimes
the same pool is used for people, clothes,
and water buffaloes. Washing machines,
running water, indoor toilets – who would
even think of owning such things! Life in
the village is simple and rough by our
standards, but the people are happy, for the

(Above Right) Fathers Edwin, Walliez, and Blute hold a picture of the Sacred
Heart to be enthroned in the new priory. 

(Above) Father Blute leads the procession of the Sacred Heart picture along
the streets of Palayamkottai to the new priory.

“This doesn’t look like Kansas, 
Fr. Thomas Blute Discovers a New World in India

Father Thomas Blute

“

The Feast of St. Joseph
Ordinations to the Subdiaconate and

Minor Orders, which are usually
performed on the Ember Saturday in Lent,
were this year transferred to March 19, the
Feast of St. Joseph. Two seminarians
received the Subdiaconate, four the orders
of Acolyte and Exorcist, and eleven the
orders of Lector and Porter. Here, the
newly ordained gather outside the entrance
to the Seminary’s chapel for the traditional
group photo.

Seminarians Thomas Hufford and Paul Biérer closed
off the day with a live performance of Beethoven’s

“Spring Sonata” for violin and piano. Classical music is
a world largely unknown to many seminarians, and they
cannot love what they do not know. For them to become
acquainted with this unknown world of harmony and
beauty, there is nothing to compare with live
performances by their fellow seminarians. A few such
concerts have inspired several seminarians to wish that
they had learned a classical instrument when they were
young, but of course they have more important things to
learn now… Still, Beethoven may now have a chance of
replacing the Beatles in that tape-deck…
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No, Fr. Blute is not about to go for nine holes of golf; 
he is catching a cab to the new priory.

Mr. John Vennari expounds on the “New Evangelization.”

most part, and tough by anyone’s standards.
But they live in darkness. Christ does

not figure in their thoughts, nor does He
direct their actions by His doctrines of
peace, gentleness, and forgiveness. The
gods of India have an intricate and fantastic
mythology in which they kill, fornicate,
rage with envy, and carry out the most
degrading acts. They hover about mankind
to torment them, frustrate them, or to assist
them according to caprice. The hundreds of
millions of Indians in their slavery offer
prayers, incense, rose petals, and sacrifices
of various kinds to appease their gods and
to ask for their help, for prosperity, or
revenge. At death’s revolving door, the
Hindu will quit one life and enter another,
for better or for worse, by the resolute
wheel of the gods. He will return as an ant
for a brief life of chasing sugar cubes, or
(blessed fate!) as a cow to wander the
streets of Delhi.

Every society derives its character
from its highest principles, its religious
principles. Pagan society flows from
paganism just as Christendom flows from
Christianity. The enormous difference
between our religions accounts for the
profound sense of disorientation a
westerner feels in the Indian world. In a
phrase, “the rules of the game are not the
same.” The caste system, by which citizens
of the same land are separated and
subjugated, raises up a sort of anti-charity
between fellow men. The higher caste
despises the lower; the lower caste resents
the upper caste. In a quarrel between two
men, regardless of who is right or wrong,

Toto...”
caste-mates will jump into the fray for their
fellow. In Tamil Nadu, caste resentments
give rise to grave civil disorders as one
caste lays waste the village of their rival
caste and the latter, in turn, takes its revenge
on whoever is at hand – men, women,
children, or property.

When the antagonism dies down, the
daily life is still colored by the malign
influence of paganism. Prosperity and
power are the only guarantees of peace for
the individual. To advance one’s interests by
trickery, lies, and fraud is normal; not to
accept bribes, not to thirst for material
goods, not to take revenge when the
opportunity presents itself is a cause of
astonishment for the Indians. In such an
atmosphere of everlasting suspicion, every
statement is suspect, and the true motives of
a man are seldom apparent. The Indians are
a grim people – a smile means seduction,
and a friend is an opportunity. The
meditation of St. Ignatius on the world
before Redemption comes home to me now
– for he begs us envision a world where all
races of men are embroiled in lying, killing,
fighting, and so on. Come to India, and see
for yourself, the Exercises in all their vivid
reality!

On the positive side, the simplicity and
ruggedness of life have safeguarded the
people from liberalism, and the ancient
ideas of respect, fear of God (singular or
plural), family duty, and family life are
refreshingly intact. Anything relating to
religion is treated with the greatest
reverence – especially the priest. There is a
deep humility in them which makes them
very docile to religious teaching, and I am
sure that great numbers could be converted
to the Faith if missionaries were not
hampered by the government. A priest who
speaks the Truth and lives according to it
can reach deeply into their souls, and the
example of charity is all the more stunning
to them on account of the void of charity in

A Hindu deity awaits passers-by.

which they live. The men work hard to
provide for their families; the women are
happiest when God gives them children to
care for and nurture; and (take note) the
children’s greatest joy is the approval of
their father. The thought of rebelling against
one’s parents would cover these generous-
hearted children with shame and confusion.
Purity of heart is also preserved since bad
pictures and seductive advertisements are
strongly censored. Many youngsters,
especially in the villages, reach adulthood
without so much as an impure thought.

Now, a look in the history books will
show that all of our Celtic and European
ancestors at one time lived in the same way
as these pagan villagers. Even until recent
centuries, things like running water, paved
roads, and career women were unheard of. A
little further back in history, our ancestors
were worshipping the same kind of stones
and idols as the Hindu in his ashram. What
we seek to do is to repeat the miracle of
Christian conversion in this land. Jesus

Christ has vanquished Jove, Fortuna,
Aphrodite, Neptune, and the whole pantheon
of Greek, Roman, and Celtic devils. It is
now time for Christ the King to unsheathe
His sword and put to death Ganapati, Shiva,
Kali, Hanuman, and the other 3 million
deities invoked in the darkness of India, and
to set free one-fifth of the human race from
the slavery of sin and error. In ancient times,
the battle against idolatry was won by
apostles, confessors, virgins, and especially
martyrs. The call to arms goes forth once
again for the same – selfless Catholics to
carry the Cross, profess the Faith, and to live
(or die) for the salvation of souls.

(Any donations to the Indian mission
can be directed to Rev. Fr. Daniel Couture,
Our Lady of Victories, #2 Canon Road, New
Manila, Quezon City, Philippines. Please
mark donations “For India.” And any
vocations can be directed to Winona!)  

One of the speakers at this year’s
Priests’Meeting was Mr. John
Vennari, the editor of Catholic

Family News(based in Buffalo, New York),
who gave two hair-raising conferences on
the “New Evangelization.” His talks on this
fresh neo-Protestant attempt to destroy
parish life and Catholic culture were both
interesting and informative. They were also
rather unique in that they presented the
Priests’Meeting with a chance to watch
television – a rare activity for most Society
priests! Before his departure from the
Seminary, Mr. Vennari spoke with
VERBUMabout his journalistic
background, his thoughts on Catholic
periodicals in general, and Catholic Family
Newsin particular.

Readers might remember him best
from his days at Most Holy Family
Monastery, where he spent 14 years writing
the regular “Crying in the Wilderness”
newsletters. This enterprise was the
beginning of his journalistic career, and the
spiritual reading and study requisite for the
religious life nourished both his own faith
and his expression of it in those
newsletters. Mr. Vennari regards this period
as the best preparation for his current
apostolate as editor of a Catholic
newspaper.

Regarding the place of true Catholic
periodicals in the combat for the Faith, Mr.
Vennari holds them to be “vital” for
the Catholic household because of the
doctrine which they uphold. In his own
case, he says that good Catholic papers and
literature in his home kept him, a self-

described “child of the changes,” on-track
despite a mainstream Catholic education
which “never mentioned sin.”

The monthly paper, which he took
over in 1995, strives not merely to
complain about the crisis in the Church but
to point out its roots in order to help
readers understand the crisis and its
solution – the undiluted Catholic Faith as
taught by the popes before the Second
Vatican Council. The paper attacks
“bedrock issues” (e.g. ecumenism) as well
as particular subjects like the charismatic
movement, the “New Evangelization,” etc.
Its target audience is “Catholics of good
will,” and part of the paper’s goal is to
provide information and support for people
in the process of awakening to Tradition.

Mr. Vennari is a firm believer in first-
hand observation for his stories on
aberrations in the New Church;
consequently, he travels in order to
observe these events up-close. His coverage
of last June’s 30th anniversary of the
Catholic Charismatic Renewal in Pittsburgh
is a case in point. Mr. Vennari travelled to
the conference, observed quietly, and wrote
a crashing exposé of the entire affair
which upset

many. It was of this event that Mr. Vennari
showed a brief 4-minute video clip at the
Priests’Meeting in order to drive home the
point just how desperate the situation has
become. Brief as it was, the excerpt
showed more of dancing bishops and
priests, speaking in tongues, and rock
bands (or as it is called, “the Music
Ministry”) than most of the priests present
cared to see.When asked how he keeps his
balance while observing and studying such
insanity, he replied jokingly that his
“morbid sense of humor” keeps him going.

Catholic Family Newshas prospered
under Mr. Vennari’s editorship and now
boasts a staff of five people and a
circulation of 15,000. VERBUMwishes the

paper and its editor great
success now and in the
future as the fight for
the Faith runs to the
end of the twentieth
century. 

Insanity in the Mainstream “Church”
a TVGlimpse of the “New Evangelization”



I t’s quiet now. Even quiet for a seminary whose
occupants spend most of the day in silence. A
seminarian stares across the nave at the double stained-

glass window now lit by the first showing of the moon and
wonders how the days go by so fast. For one thing he is
busy all day. He never realized before entering the
Seminary that a schedule could encompass so much in one
day. What with the Mass, singing of the Divine Office, and
Rosary that make up the community prayer life, then his
classes, weekly and permanent jobs, and the time that must
be given to study, there is hardly a minute to spare between
6 a.m. and 10 p.m.

The highpoint of the day is the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass which he attends each morning. Complementing this
central act of his day, the seminarian also chants part of the
Divine Office (the Hours of Prime, Sext, and Compline) in
community; and on Thursdays he attends Benediction of
the Blessed Sacrament.

For each seminarian, there is at least one permanent
job that he is assigned to (Maintenance, Sacristy, Master of
Ceremonies, etc.) which requires him to perform some duty
for its operation each day. Also, there is the weekly job
schedule in which he is assigned either a meal job like
waiting on tables, washing dishes, or reading during the
meals; or he is assigned a morning job of housekeeping
around the Seminary – yes, seminarians scrub dirty floors
as well as wash dishes! 

Classes take up most of the morning, beginning at 8:55
and lasting until noon. The afternoon then is given to study
time, or, for the first-year seminarians, manual labor on
certain days. There is also time scheduled for Chant prac-
tice and a spiritual conference is given three days a week.

In this balance of prayer, study, work and recreation,
can be seen the wisdom of the Church. There is everything
which is necessary for a proper priestly formation. There is
just enough recreation (about two hours per day) to work
off pent-up energy without danger of the seminarian’s
becoming lazy or distracted. There is enough class time to
teach what he will need to know for his apostolate, but not
so much time that he would burn out or contract cabin
fever. Then there is enough prayer time to seek to further
his journey toward the glory of God and the attainment of
Heaven without neglecting the studies which are absolutely
necessary in order to teach others to do the same.

When the temperature drops well below freezing
and the Minnesota countryside begins to
resemble Antarctica, Winona seminarians

descend into a subterranean cavern otherwise known as
the St. Thomas Aquinas bowling alley. First-time visitors
to the Seminary are often surprised to find three genuine
Brunswick bowling lanes in the basement underneath the
main chapel. The lanes are complete with mechanical,
hand-operated pin-setting machines. The Dominicans had
the lanes installed in the 1950s when bowling was in its
heyday in the U.S., where its popularity still persists. On
Sundays and feastdays, the aroma of incense occasionally
wafts down from the chapel above, giving a heavenly
scent to the underground sports arena!

Members of each new class that arrive at the
Seminary face the same task – they must
quickly get used to a daunting schedule which

bristles with duties, scholastic and other. In the Fall of
1996 English Composition and Grammarwas added to
the academic lineup as a supplement to the Latin I course.
Though the immediate effect was simply more class-work
for already beleaguered seminarians, necessity dictated
the inclusion of such a class in the program, and the
results have born witness to the wisdom of the addition.

A course of study in composition and grammar was
deemed necessary for two reasons. First, by a peculiar
paradox, as modern man’s methods of communication
become more technologically advanced, his ability to
communicate effectively diminishes. Now the mission of
the Church is to teach, and so the future priest must learn
to communicate clearly via the written and spoken word
in order to pass on to others the truths of the Faith. As
seminarians are products of this modern technological
culture, they often need a “jump start” to regain the
required clarity of expression. Second, although know-
ledge of Latin, the mother tongue of the Church, is a
necessity for the priest, the mastery of it has given not a
little mental anguish to generations of seminarians. The

Latin language is exceedingly precise and so requires a
solid grounding in the mechanics of the student’s own
language; it is such a grounding which English Com-
position and Grammarhelps to give to our seminarians.

The class was made possible by the willingness of a
Seminary parishioner, Dr. Justin Walsh, to assume the
administrative and teaching duties of the course. He is
eminently qualified to teach the material as he has spent
his “entire adult life in writing.” Dr. Walsh earned an
undergraduate degree in Journalism and a Master’s degree
in History from Marquette University, and a doctorate in
History from Indiana University. He spent seven years as a
professor at St. Mary’s University in Winona years ago and
another eleven years at the University of Wisconsin,
Oshkosh, before resigning from teaching because of the
deterioration of university standards in morals and
academics. After working briefly as a research analyst, he
did extensive historical and research work for the Indiana
General Assembly and Indiana State Archives. He has
authored numerous articles and reviews and several books,
one a national award winner.

He passes on his experience to seminarians through
his twice-weekly classes. These classes consist of grammar
exercises, weekly writing assignments, and critique of
particular news stories. Dr. Walsh uses the discussion of
current events to illustrate the importance of clear and
convincing communication. As he points out, America like
the world is being destroyed not by bombs and bullets but
by evil men who successfully propagate their warped
doctrines. The devil is a master of misusing language for
his own ends. But as Catholics, we possess the doctrine of
Christ, and therefore language is an important instrument
for passing on His truth to others.

Dr. Walsh told VERBUMthat he is extremely pleased
to be teaching at the Seminary. “This situation is perfect
for me,” he says. “My wife and I enjoy the benefits of
daily Mass and other liturgical functions and I am able to
put my talents to work in an environment where the
unchanging tenets of the Church are still taught.” For their
part, the seminarians recognize that they are now better
prepared, thanks to Dr. Walsh, for the all-important task of
communicating the truths of the Faith to a world where the
truth is blocked out.  ΩΩ

A Day 
in the Life

Doctor Justin Walsh

Depending on the moment, seminarians may be found
fighting the grime on pots and pans or chanting the

praises of God.

A bowling tournament is held during
each Winter term. The games are played
during the evening recreation period.
Teams each of three members compete
for the championship. The tournament
provides seminarians with a welcome
relief from the mental strains of
philosophy and theology, and the tedium
of housekeeping chores. This year a
record 75% of seminarians participated in
the tournament, and three brave priests
also joined in the competition. The
naming of one’s team is an important part
of the bowling tournament. Some
seminarians demonstrate their newly
acquired mastery of the Latin tongue with
names such as “Oppugnantes”
(Conquerors) and “Sancti Inter Saevos”
(Saints among Savages). Philosophy also inspires a variety
of team names such as “Transcendentals,” “Peripatetics”
and perhaps “Cognizant pinheads.”

The thud, rumble and crash of the pins are punctuated
by the occasional clang of a hand-bell (also used on
Ignatian retreats) to indicate that, yes, a seminarian or
priest has rolled a “strike.” Due to the age of the lanes and

the lack of professional maintenance, the average bowler at
the Seminary finds his average score drops about 25 points
from what he would roll at a commercial facility. But high
scores and the beating of opposing teams are not the main
purpose of our clerical bowlers, who are content if they can
recreate and relax without frostbite!  ΩΩ

Third-year seminarian Joseph Brison goes for ten, 
as Fr. Iscara watches.

Cabin Fever Bowled Over by Seminarians

Just What the Doctor Ordered 

Yes, it has been a busy day, but making this
scheduled lifestyle a habit, he knows, will help him in
keeping up with a much busier apostolate after the
seminary. As it is nearly ten o’clock and time for “lights
out,” he says one final prayer and leaves the chapel, but he
stops in the atrium on his way up to his room to gaze a
moment at the belongings of Archbishop Lefebvre which
are kept there. And, tired as he is, he thanks the
Archbishop for that one last wise addition to the rule, a
mandatory eight hours of sleep at night.

There is nothing here at the Seminary really out of
the ordinary. The supernatural is here, but so too is the
natural. Like the Church itself, the priesthood must be
both human and divine, as Archbishop Lefebvre saw, and
allowed for in the forming of his priests. There may be
nothing fantastic or unusually heroic about the
seminarian’s day, but it provides the basis of what the
seminarian and his future flock will need.  ΩΩ

➥


